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Aims

• Cross-sectional collaborations in research among the humanities and social sciences
• Perspectives and forms of research following the strategy of Research – Relevance – Responsibility
• Research networks and collaborative research projects
• Networking between all platforms: place for reflection on (applied) research, science and social relevance at the university
Structure of Platform 4

Members of Platform 4:
Faculty and PostDocs

University members of Strategic Board

Spokesperson

Non-university members of Strategic Board

President's Office
Core of Platform 4: Strategic Board

- Robert Bosch Foundation
- Baden-Württemberg Foundation
- Jacobs Foundation
- German Institute für Foreign Affairs
- Heidelberg Academy of Sciences and Humanities

Members of disciplines or Foundations

- Ethics
- History
- Theology
- Law
- Ethics of Medicine
- Social Studies of Culture
- Historical and Cultural Anthropology
Involved Faculties and Departments in Tuebingen

- Economics and Social Sciences
- Knowledge Media Research Center
- Global Ethic Institute
- International Centre for Ethics in the Sciences and Humanities
- Humanities
- Law
- Center for Islamic Theology
- Catholic Theology
- Protestant Theology
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